Huntington Learning Center — At Huntington, we understand that one size does not fit all students. With subjects ranging from reading and writing to math and science, our tutoring programs provide personalized instruction based on each student’s individual needs. Regardless if they are struggling with poor homework habits, study skills or difficulties due to ADHD, at Huntington, we’ve helped thousands of students quickly improve their grades and build their confidence from K-12 and for ACT/SAT. If your student needs a tutor who can provide personalized, one-on-one attention, come to one of our learning centers to find out how we can help enrich his or her academic journey. Call us to schedule an evaluation at 925-463-2334 or come in for a tour at 4855 Hopyard Road, Suite C-3 in Pleasanton. For more info, visit www.huntingtonhelps.com/center/pleasanton